Wearing More Than One Hat: Two Club Positions
The new Rotary year is underway. The dust is settling, and you
discover a gap--a base that�s not covered in your leadership team.
Thankfully a current officer steps forward and offers to cover both
roles. Fantastic! Now how do you reflect both duties in the club
leadership? Let�s take a closer look at the club position assignment
feature in DACdb.

DACdb Video of the
Month
Get the word out about your
Rotary club- built a DACdb Easy
& Beautiful website. It is worth
it!
Easy and Beautiful Websites

In Case You Missed It

DACdb Survey Module Meets All Your Event Needs
DACdb will be shortly introducing the new DACdb Survey Module,
which will be available for Clubs, Districts, PETS, RLI and Zone Events.
Get ahead of the game and get a consensus from your attendees
about how the meetings are going right after the session has closed.

Strengthen & Grow Your Rotary
Club : DACdb Customer
Relationship Management
Entering Makeups: It's Easier on
DACdb

DACdb Support

Hey DACdb Level 7s!
Check out a preview of our new subscription center- made just for
you!
Get a sneak peak of this new module that is currently in the works!

What's New at DACdb
DACdb Updates and Improvements:

Lin Kelly
D-7730

Donna Mercier
D-6110

Improving the Grants process by adding more club types
One More Reason to Love DACdb Finance
How to Include your Assistant Governor (AG) on important
PMail messages
Events and Auto Cancel
Club Numbers and Rotaract

Ed Foster
D-6360

Member Data Verification: An Easy Way

Too busy to mess with automation? We've got an easy way to verify
your member data.
These days we are all about the use of our online tools to help us
with club administration. There�s a quick way to verify your member
data without all the tech tools.
For some tasks, it is just as efficient and effective to use a good old
piece of paper and pen. Let us show you how to run a quick report
that you can print and handout to members to complete at your next
meeting.

What's the Help Tab?
Do you have Finance, Engagement, Website questions? Membership
questions? Go to the Help Tab on DACdb for answers.
We�ve created an easy-to-use tool to help you quickly find the
answer to your question. The Help Tab on DACdb is organized by
topic and paired with short, concise sub-topics, making the search for
your answer super-fast.

DACdb Privacy Policy
The opinions expressed here are those of DACdb and not necessarily of Rotary International.
The opinions of non-DACdb contributors are solely their own and not necessarily those of DACdb.
DACdb, LLC respects your privacy and is committed to protecting it through our compliance with our privacy policy ("Policy"). Maintaining
protection of the data entrusted to our care by our constituents is of the utmost importance to DACdb.
Our Policy describes the types of data we may collect from you or that you may provide when you visit DACdb.com, join a club, use our
services, or participate in our programs. It also describes our policies and practices for collecting, using, protecting, and disclosing that data.
For more information: DACdb Privacy Policy

Questions? Contact us at info@dacdb.com

